Abstract
Introduction
cross-correlation coefficient is normalized relative to the rms voltages in the two channels σ(V i ) and σ(V j ):
In the limit of a strong source which dominates the 100-ns waveform, the cross-correlation rises linearly with signal voltage V S ,
76
since σ(V) ∼ V S . In the limit of a very weak source, σ(V) is largely independent of V S and the cross-correlation increases 77 quadratically with signal voltage. The high signal-to-noise (SNR) events that comprise the ANITA EAS sample correspond to the 78 former case. The Solar signal described below corresponds to the latter case, and therefore, in the case of signals from the Sun,
79
the cross-correlation coefficient scales with the radio power received. The total cross-correlation C is calculated by summing over 80 all independent (i, j) pairs. The polar and azimuthal angles of a putative source are then assigned to that grid pixel giving the 81 highest total cross-correlation C. More extensive details on the construction of the ANITA interferometric map can be found in 82 the literature [11] .
83
An obvious design goal of ANITA is to localize sources with the best-possible pointing resolution. Unlike source vertexing 84 algorithms using hit-time assignments from threshold-crossings, interferometry is particularly suited for continuous-wave (CW) 85 sources. As illustrated by Monte Carlo simulations ( Fig. 1) , the interferometric reconstruction resolution improves, roughly 86 linearly, with the frequency of the source. Alternately, the angular size of the interferometric image provides information on the 87 source frequency content, with wider images implying power spectra weighted preferentially to lower frequencies.
88
A discone transmitter, buried approximately 100 m into the ice sheet at a remote site near Taylor Dome, has been used to assess points consistent with sea ice, for which the dielectric contrast relative to the air, and therefore the fractional reflected power, is 100 expected to be larger compared to reflections from sheet ice. Using the coordinate convention to be followed later in this paper for 101 comparing intensity measurements to expectations from the Fresnel equations, with the signal angle of incidence θ i defined relative 102 to a tangent on the surface, the incidence angles for the ANITA radio-reflected EAS sample is shown in Figure 2 . From simple 103 solid angle considerations (dΩ ∼ cos θdθ), we expect the acceptance to decrease with elevation angle. Additionally, since the interior into surface roughness maps, although those would also sample only a very limited fraction of the Antarctic terrain.
137
Using the dedicated Taylor Dome discone transmitter, a previous ANITA-I study found reasonable agreement between the 138 measured radio frequency signal strength at the gondola and the expectation from Snell's Law, knowing the relative geometry of therefore be carefully tracked as the reflection images are stacked. We note that large-scale variations in surface slope gradients in
198
Antarctica typically occur over hundreds of km, and constitute, at most, a 0.1 degree smearing for the analysis presented below.
199
For this analysis, to determine the relative reflected:direct observed signal strength, we fit the direct and reflected peaks to
200
Gaussian functions, and take the integral under our Gaussian signal parametrization as our primary estimate of the signal power.
201
Figures 13 and 14 show the fits to the one-dimensional projections of the reflection-stacked interferometric maps corresponding to 202 Fig. 8 , from which we extract signal estimates. For simplicity, we have centered the Solar image in the center of the graphs shown.
203
As a cross-check, we have also performed a second, independent analysis, which uses the maximum amplitude pixel in the reliabile for low signal-to-noise; correspondingly, we have only applied this cross-check to the HPol case. off the Antarctic surface, and taking the index of refraction of the surface snow to be n sur f ace = 1.35. We note that the gain 211 corrections at large incidence angle become quite large for the direct Solar signal, as indicated in Figure 16 .
212
We also note that the vertical spread of points relative to the Fresnel expectation in Figure 15 is approximately a factor of three Overall, we observe reasonable agreement between the experimental points and the expectation for specular reflection. However,
218
we observe an apparent excess, most pronounced for VPol, of the received signal relative to the expectation from the Fresnel 219 equations, at higher angles. In particular, we do not observe the predicted signal dimunition (approaching zero signal strength) 220 at the Brewster angle, which can be attributed to some combination of a) the result of surface roughness effects, which result in poorer at large off-boresight angles and increasing with frequency.
226
Rigorous simulation of surface effects is beyond the scope of this current work, requiring more extensive data samples on the angles relative to the baseline expectation, and an excess at larger incidence angles (Fig. 17) . 
Discussion and Summary

237
To determine the energy of a typical down-coming air shower event, one must estimate the reflectivity of the Antarctic ice 238 surface. The reflectivity is, in turn, closely related to the physical scale of surface features, which depend on such parameters as 239 local wind speed and direction and surface elevation gradient. Surface roughness also has implications for neutrino detection, as 240 high-frequency, small-wavelength radio waves resulting from in-ice neutrino interactions may decohere as they pass through the 241 ice-air interface, en route to detection at the ANITA gondola. The wavelength regime to which ANITA is sensitive (125 cm→25 242 cm) approaches the expected size of surface inhomogeneities, and therefore underscores the importance of direct surface effect 243 measurements.
244
In our current analysis, the ANITA-II balloon-borne radio interferometer has been used to measure the Antarctic surface re- factor of three smaller.
255
We stress, however, that for the much higher signal-to-noise typical of EAS events, signal energy estimates can be made directly : Signal-to-noise ratio measured for calibration pulser events using in-ice transmitter discone at Taylor Dome, as a function of ANITA-II event trigger number. As ANITA-II moves, optimal signal reception occurs approximately at event 1,600,000. Typical scatter within each bin is observed to be of order 20%, taken to be representative of the intrinsic interferometric energy resolution uncertainty for high SNR events.
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